Introduction

Programming Scenario
Joe has to write a Java Program to print a number in commercial format Ex. 1000000.00 1,000,000.00 Joe plans to write the program from scratch to parse the number and insert commas Jane suggests Joe check out the format method of NumberFormat class and show him an example With Jane's help, Joe can write better solution.
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The Library Learning Problem
One of Java's benefits is its ever-growing reusable class libraries.
The annotated listing of the Java 1.02 core libraries, which had only 212 classes, was more than 1500 pages long, and the version 1.4 has 2723 classes.
The large number of growing class libraries presents a huge learning challenge for Java programmers.
How can programmers know when they need to learn a library component if they are not even aware of its existence?
CodeBroker is an intelligent software agent that autonomously delivers previously unknown library components relevant to the programming task at hand. 
Deliver Relevant Components
CodeBroker delivers task-relevant components using similarity analysis, a variation of case-based reasoning (CBR)technology.
If the current working situation is similar enough to a previous situation in which "information X" was used, it is highly possible that "information X" is also needed in the current situation.
Problems: how to describe a programming situation? how to define the situation similarity?
A programming situation is defined by three things: Concept: its functional purpose, often revealed in the (("java.io" ("File" ("exists" "11/02/00" "11/10/00" "11/11/00") ("isAbsolute" "11/01/00" "11/10/00" "11/11/00"))) ("java.applet" ("Applet" ("getParameterInfo")))) 
Concluion
We have found a intellgent agent software that can help us develop Java. We have shortly introduced this software and addressed the main technology. The two main technology are : Latent Semantic Indexing & Personalizing.
